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. nE-Budget Circulation
In Finance Committees
The 8510 Full Time Enrollment
students budget for 1955-56 which
passed an Assembly Ways and
Means Sub-Committee early this
week now is circulating from one
legislative finance committee to
another, according to a United
Press report received yesterday.
It is expected to Ir under review
by the cormnittees for the next
three months.
The plan now understudy calls
for an increase of 1110 over the
number of students provided for
in Governor Goodwin J. Knight’s
budget and 260 over that reeone
mended by the State Finance Deo pertinent.
The gen allowance was approved unanimously by a subcommittee beaded by AssemblyMae Bruce Alias (R-San
after testimony was presented by
Dr. Peed Hareleread, dean of
hastructies, and E. S. Thompson, beakless manager, thkt
more than 10,080 students will

be in atteadaaee part of net
time.
The new budget still must hurdle the full Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance
Committee. It is now approximately one-tenth of the way
through the process necessary for
becoming a law rather than an
idea, according to Dean Hardt,
road.
Discussion in the sub-conunittee, according to the wire service report, was centered upon
the limitation of facilities with
the apparent solutioa tying in a
full schedule of late afternoon
and evening classes to handle
part-time student.
Dollar equivalent of the 8510
budget remains yet to be estimated.
The Governor’s budget calling totan enrollment of 7400 carried a
price tag of $4.134,168. Using a
faculty staffing formula, ultimate
postage of the 8510 budget would
mean the addition of 417 instructors to the SJS faculty rolls.

IFC Recommends
Grouping ()Moats
Inter -Fraternity Council reconel composed of independent entries.
mendations for grouping floats at l Suggestions for grouping the
the Homecoming parade next fall, floats will be made by the campus
will be presented for consideration governing committees, such as
to various campus governing or- Homecoming, College Life, and the
ganizations most uwasholsans State Student Council, he explained.
ler, LFC president, said yesterday.
He Said there are prObably 5000
The combination of floats be- pro and con arguments on the
tween fraternities and sororities float -combination suggestions.
will make it possible to split the
"Plans still are in pretty rough
expense and labor of the floats shape and need a lot of work to
and tend to eliminate complaints make them satisfattory," he addthat the parades are too long, he ed.
said.
IFC is recommending that paraide entries be divided into three
Classes, A, B and C.
Class A will be fraternities and
4
sororities wanting to combine their
Student members of Centennial
floats: class B will is fraternities
and sororities not wanting to Celebration committees %sere apgroUP floats; and class C will be pointed at Wednesday’s meeting of
the Student Council.
Named for the positions with
joint faculty-student grout:* were
one Junior, four sophomores and
five freshmen.
These selected by the council
Hungry for some home-made
cake If so, drop by the patio of are Joel B. Saffron. Ken Dean.
the Women’s gym Monday frorn Alan Stones, Patricia Richards.
9:30 a.m. to 3:20 p.m. and pur- Phyllis Meyer.
Betty Easton Mary Arm Miller,
chase the goodies from the memhers of the Women’s Athletic As- Jean Healy, Adrienne Olsen and
Barbara Ann Dale.
iodation.

h graduates are urged I.
their $10 graduation fees
y. assessable tothe
14insilabile Managers Office.
The $10 fee, which must be
paid t the Graduate Manager%
-Office, includes geologies, cammeaciresent and himpiet chart gee
Only persona ate tam peeve
"hardship" will be smoldered
for exemption of the lets, according to Pat Spooner, president sit the senior class.

.

fifteen"SJ S
To Get Equipment
One thousand dollars worth of
wooden turn table will be delivered
to the 8.18 Speech and Drama department during the first week in
March, according to Harrison Me Creek set designer for -Hamlet,"
the first play in which the turntable will be used.
The table will be placed in the

----- Decorators Prepare Civic

WITH ONLY a fee hours left before an expected 4000 penises
creed the Civic Auditorium for tonight’. Wintermist Ball, members
of the Social Affairs Conunittee -put the final tourism on tketorations. Front row, left to right are: Jim Cottrell, Bill Groves, Jim
Isiletti, Jerry Drake and Marilyn Enos. Beek row, left to rigid:
Paul Fruehan, Elizabeth Snyder and Pat Miller.photo by Downing

F

center of the stage of the Mien
Theater to hold sets for various
plays. Constructed by the ion,
,Steer Fixture Company in San -4
Jose, the table is 28 feet long and
revoiveri on a steel shaft mak into the floor. Sixty-four easters
turn the table on the stage.
It is constructed of eight pi. shaped sections which each divide
into two pieces, making the tabie
small enough to use in other types
of productions.
, "It give, us a tremendous opportunity for fast mos mg scenery.
with no delays between- scene..
Said McCreath. "One set with itas’’’
Ors will be set up and tune it
Into positron as the previous one is finished. It’s various sizes make irversatile."
The adding of an "I" beam to
e stage equipment of the Main
’Theater should he finished sometime in the middle of Maich. It
will be used to support a ceninterweighting system wherebysiwevy
scenery and drapery% can be easily’ lifted. "I" beams also are being
Installed in the Studio Theater
which was originally intended to
be a laboratory class room. Hein y
scenery and draper)’ hangings will
change the room into a theater
suitehle for small class and public performances. This construction was not provided for in tti,
contract for the original building

t Request
ourt o
or pinion on Clause
0

-

allorneen
Don Agitinsen- sold’
Prosecuting Aiterneythat he will subinit a request to the Student Court ’Tuesday for an.
interpretation of the ASB constitutional clause governing passage of
amendments.
_
The clause leaves doubt as to whether approval may cotes
,
through a majority vote of the en-ilt
tire student body or of only those endment which bases .eligibility
students voting.
for class offices On attendance at
Section I under Article VIII class meetings. The present clause
of the Constitution reads "This requires that office seekers estabhe amended by
constitation
lish their eligibility by attending
a concurrence of a two-thirds three consecutive meetings,
Sakarnoto blames part of the
(2 ’3) vote of the Student Council ind a majority vote of the
present voting and office-seeking
Associated Studeota, becoming disinterest apathy on the attendunless
immediately
ance restrictions. He feels that
etfectivt.
otherwise provided in the Merry students disqualified by the
amendment."
rules are more worthy of office
Formal request for the Court’s than those who are eligible.
interpretation came from the StUdent Council through Vice President Paul Sakamoto who is pie. paring to sponsor a constitutional
amendment drive.
After hearing the Court’s deci"You look like a Rembrandt."
sion, Sakamoto plans to launch a
said the pigeon, flattering his nutdrive to reverse the present am meg friend.
"You are indeed a nutmeg
among nutmegs." he cried
"As nutmegs go, you’re tope"’
of the Daily and Carla Powell, Lyke editor
the pigeon re-phrased his line
nutMiss Powell, fine arts senior from San Jose,
’Rut the nutmeg. being
is art editor of the campus feature magazine this meg. didn’t answer.
quarter.
Accordingly, the pigeon plugged
A journalism senior from Suisun, Engell is Daily .n a stray toot into the local UP
news editor. while Blausteln, a journalism junior news wire and, Fees sparkling.
from San Francisco, is a Daily ad staff salesman. chirped gaily:
"Variable olotellisms today, high
about
slightly below yesterday
56-60. Variable 845 mph. wind."
And smiling, the pigeon dropped
off -to sleep.

Centennial Gr011p
Names 11 Students

WAA Members
Sell Cake Today

Student

Ainorous Bird
Tells Weather

3n
OK’s iyepartment N omtnations

Council

Three executive posts in student publications
were filled Wednesday when the Student Council
approved Journalism Department nominations for
editor and business manager for the Spartan Daily
and editor for Lyke.
Approved for spring quarter were Gary Engell
as editor, and Dick Blaistein as business manager,

Tau Delts Get
496 Textbooks

041M
. Deal

Four ktillitifed and ninety-six
books
-been given so far by
SJS s=ts and faculty to the
Tau Delta Phi -Books to Make
Us Ftielidit
/tidonesia" drive,
Ron Bernard, drive chairman. reported pesbollbey
Bernitrd allaoluirseuriced that
Individual etuatiehe. fraternities.
Mounties di’Orgehisations that.
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they. Foetid- like T
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Bids Rerrunn
For Tonight’s Formal Affair
Although there are only a few
bids remaining TerhotterhCi Win- termini Ball at Chic Auditorium, ’
Students will. be admitted by student body cards. Jim -Cottrell, eAc
Chairman, stated. The bids avail
abi art. in the Graduate Manager a
Office.
Couples will dance to the rause
of Ray Hackett’. Orchestra ad
Johnny Vaughns band will Mae.
during intermissions. Cottrell urged attendance of SAC members
for decorations work today. The
committee will work all day on IS
nal preparations.

Sell Feed Ducats
Tickets go on sale Monday in
opagibstai
the Outer Quad fee
dieser to be held brier, the
Mixer Tkurneas.
Peoullehlopli
March a. Tlw *seats seeing fee
Oa cents are being vended h)
arresisers of the freshours edam.
it was &slowed today by Ted
Teesside freak publicity earth mot. Tiekets may shoo be piss
chased at the door the night of
the repot, Tereakis stated.

Class Visits
Fiberglas Corp.
Manorial Relations and Per
sonnet Management club ane
members of the Introductory In
dustrial Relations claws toured tie
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp
yesterday, according to IL Paul
Eeker, assistant profemiseeig coo
missies.
Purpose of the tour 1111111Ilieldesaline industrial relations-1k Sidle

hiside Dope
Tuday’s Plow Lain portion, paw
leal of WHIM tams fur the
merge pnaidedlep of illhallseapasines kadalleem’llead of the
levies
Far Wrap,*
Tsuramaret in
Sea&
the lapse% seeelse. pegs 7. World
as pegs
whin asses raimillep
14-11

Ness
Realmage-lealliare

.
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-

timotils3
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!Tidy, Feb. 25, MI6

%PASTAN DAILY

Thrust and Parry

Editorial
Charity? of Course ...Brotherhood?
It’s oil over
. we can relax for another SI welts. We can be
our usual selves and not bother with the subject for quite few
months.
Th. world will continue to rotate and revolve just as if nothing
. we wonder if anything did happen.
had happened ... in fact
We refer to National Brotherhood Week which ends tomorrow.
Figures from the East (i( you don’t know what they are they’re
always from the East) show that during National Persimmon Week,
in the Unitasi States an increase in persimmon consumption took
place. Th. same took piece for pickies, doughnuts, jay- ens, and
over -cooked Ludefish during their weeks.
We wonder if an increase in consumption in brotherhood took
plat this last week. We hope so, but hoping gathers nothing. We
wonder if just any ole average person went up to another ole averag person arid shook his hand and began swopping jokes about
the tuna barges in this bay. We doubt it.
the week
But it’s never too late . . there’s still chance .
doirsnt end until tomorrow night. We’re not asking that you shake
eyeryooe’s hand, but a bit of spreading of brotherhood with your
neighbor may load to great things. It’s logical that if one continu&toy looks for others to become friends with, than the entire world
will eventually get the word.
meybe nct the Russians you may say, but we’re fold charity
(*gins at home
. where do you think brotherhood begins7.-6.E.

wayi to Um ear man
I only ask one thing.

paelkMa.
Just what
Thrust and Parry:
kind of a person is it that takes
This is in reply to the plaintive such great joy in poking fins at
lament of the Bach and Brahma our and your Junior nags? Why
Society of the Coop. It seems that is it that people who are already
those erstwhile devotees of -1111u: mall and almost insignificant try
sic" complain of the lack of vol- so hard and so vainly to tear down
ume emanating from the torture- long-Established policies and in
boa This presents us with the the end only succeed in proving to
opportunity of stating our views all how small and really insigitiregarding this important problem. cant they really are?
We object to the "Music" in the
It seems to as that with the
Coop, but we are willing to com- sway and varied activities on
promise. We therefore propose the I, this campus that spare given to
following alternative:
eats and digs and sarcasm
1. Throw the blasted doing oat!
should be pat to meek better
2. Have one speaker operative
ase cover:lag these activities raIn one section sil the rosin where
ther than trying to pat a few
those who desire "Illasie" cam
good people (who are dialing
congregate and /vials ha the potheir best to get a good job
lyphoak costortisma
done) on the spot and them using
L Get rid of the Moody box:
ridiside ha an attempt to make
4. Install "miser ininie et a
the Je, MIMI look bad in the
gentle mainrs whisk will altereyes a the students.
I
nate with periods el blinstal idRight now, of course, things are
knee.
slow with the Junior Classwe
5. Destiny the lasidaeas tenhave prom coming uprememAs You can see, we are not tsar- ber? There are a few unimportant
minded. We desire fair play, things left on that, you know.
and in our view, there are some Things like publicity, bids, selling,
persons who pidronize the COOP decorationsever hear of things
In order to eat lunch and chat like that?
Sincerely,
politely with bosom buddies. The
ASB 7007
Strict enforcement of deadlines the deadline nsust be observed."
existent bast from the DimeloASB 3182
The change in deadline was put disn Angles nerves, upsets digestor filing applications for approval
aOrial furictions will begin to- Into effect by the Personnel Deans tive patterns and inhibits the vanday Miss Helen DirrintPk, asso- at the suggestion of students on ishing art of conversation. Moreciate dean of students, announced the Activities Evaluation Commit- over, the suggestion of constant Thrust and Parry:
tee.
yesterday.
volume is impractical since some
A major point concerning "class
-Applications must be turned
records are louder than others.
council meetings" should be clearinto the Activities Office one full
We propose a referendum (this ed here and now! ANYONE AND
week in advance of the planned
is still Amerla) on this issue to al- EVERYONE may attend their ret-vitrit." said Dean Dimrnick.
Representatives will be on low the people to decide!
spective class councils.
New
approval forms, with the rumens Monday and Tuesday to
Wallace EshlemanA/4B 7661
And at this time we want to
change in deadline, went into ef- Intertlew G.E. and General SecDo. LeelleASE 5551
extend a special invitation to all
"We
have
Feb
I
accepted
fect
Stan Petroald--A8B 5123
ondary candidates interested In
students of freshman standing to
bite applications until now to al- teaching in ( allforala cities, acAl Klep--ASB 6586
low for a transition penott- said cording to Mrs. Doris II. Edgar,
Alexandra Christensen At415 7264
1k-an Dinirnick, "but from now on director of teacher piacesseat.
Don WhitneyA8B 666
Dick McCorrnickA.SB 1288
Robert figarlateASB 1625
Barbara FialeyASB 4035
earl Pagter--ASB 4903
Officers for the remainder of
let1 i’lerra--ASB 5790
the school year were elected by
Jean isenburgAtill 71111
the Industrial Relations and PerResaeth LarsonASB 6471
Four Spartan Daily editors ana
FOR RENT
sonnel Management Club at its
Murray Dunit--ASB 7794
Hoorn and board for co kW’ last quarter’s and this quarter’,
meeting last week.
Gloria LtindAPIB 6271
Twehe meals a week. Pri- business managers are leaving this
New officers are: Bill Mauer,
Cherie. llodgdonASB 6216
i..ing room. TV. borne at - morning to attend the California
Simon KatzenASB 8048.
president; Ron Flagg, executive
Intercollegiate Press AssOciation
her’ PASS 13th St
secretary: Sam Caldwell, recordvonvtntton in San Luis Obispo. but
I Inf. 111. tan girl, to share aparting secretary; Bert Marshall, treethe paper will still go to press;
.
y..ith two others. Now or at
surer: and Les Johnson, sergeantaceording So Barbara Bichard.son, Thrust and Parry:
1,..1 of quarter, (7Y 5-7741,
eilitOr Aye, tear our tattered constitu- at.arms.
nem Konen and board or kitchen
Al Bach, wire editor, will be lion down’ CIA our committees to
igt,r1.1.!,4 370 S. 5th St
acting editor in chief.
the core! Slash our money -making I FOf neural-64;aq hair . .
Irstrainhed apartment close to
The students include Miss Rich- programs to the bone! Go ahead!’
..’s
edirge
CI an.
f. rooms and ardson, Gary Engel!, news editor, Our defenses are dosert!
barb Na
coristed. Three or Eleanor Norris, copy desk chief:
Specializing ia
You’re right! Our committees
tow girl Atidents. Inquire 418 S Bob Norris, campus editor: Paul
are forever turning
$500 PERMANENT
rapicipeso.
St (1’ 14)281.
Ward, current bulginess manager:
We have nothing to offer the
21 W. San ca,408
CY 24707
and Jim Behnin,g, business man- school. Iiite are only looking for
iseassey. 1.14) F San (I a r 1
ager
last quarter.
,nen students. Pleasant rooms.
San Jose State, which joined the
’
.1044
Call
Mr5.
Kelly.
CY
organization last year. is the only
".44
school represented which has a
MR KALE
daily newspaper. Dr. William E.
IND Mercury. Radio. Dual pipes Gould. associate professor of jour..tet ignition. CY 4-4142.
nalism, will accompany the deletads ’le Soper 88 convertible. gates.
ut 400 miles All extras. Call Kenoesty, AX 6-2738 after 7 pm.
%luta) or make offer

This Is Music?

Strict Enforcernent on Ap- proval
For Social Functions Be*.

attend the next freshman meeting,
to be held in Morris Dailey Monday, Feb. 28 at 3:30 p.m.
Important information will be
discussed which will be at concern
to all freshmen. The only way the
class of 1958 will be on top is
through whole-hearted participation. Remember that activities are
an important facet of everyone’s
college Career.
Come and get acquainted! Refreshments will be served.
Lois PfeifferASB 335.

Stalag 17 To-Make
Second Showing
Three SJS students will play
parts in the San Jose Theater
Guild production of "Stalag 17"
for the second time tonight when
It is presented at 8:30 p.m. In the
Montgomery Theater of the Civic
Auditorium.

’The play, which opened last
night, features Millard Madsen,
senior speech major, as Price; Jim
Dunn. sophomore drama major, as
Harry Schapiro; ’and Carl Williams, sophomore drains major,
will play Marko. Joe Juliano, a
1950 SJS graduate, will play
Stash.

Spartan Daily

Fresh Invitation

T. eacher Positions

Business Club
Elects Officers

u

Editors Attend
MUISSit MS, Dress Confab

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
leteted as wood aims moth, Awl 24.
trio. at Sas is.., GK. under the aid
of Muck 3, 1117e Movairsr Callionsis
Inbilsissn’ Association. Pubby tios Ammoniated Slosioak
Son is.. State Cologs ascopt &vitrify mil Ses4sy, during Ow collos
/OM, an hew darn, *sob Bed 111011116.
Okra wimi.
44414
TIstoltsse CY
Eikarlal M. 216;
Dap& 211
Sobseriptioas acori841 oilyso
incindw-of-scaool year Wei=
ii fa quarter.
is arferulat7$qmormr.
1.
$2:
hi
Prim of Tin Globs Priatisig Co.
1446 S. lit St., Sas Jon, CAM.

Junior Class Replys

DAY EDITORClayMa Petaosoa

CLUB
BARBER SHOP
FLAT TOP, CREW
and BUTCH CUTS
Our Specialty

Wirr Beauty Salon

611 East San Fernando St.

It’s San Remo with:

Lenten Season Pizza

SERVICES
arnsissar No. U. Saturday, Feb.
p.m. Newman Hall down-

stairs. Francis Robinson:
.14,yrnent. All welcome.

music

WANTED
Man to share room. 1123 month
each Kitchen, linen furnished. 633

S 5th St.

tioll cluba electric train accessories AX 6-9672.

ROLLERLAND

Liberty
Clothing Store

65 SOUTH MARKET
(rots from Telephone Co.)

SPECIAL
Suede Jackets

PIZZA 41 ??
Lounge Area

BLUE GROTTO ROOM

;16.95

50 JUKE BOX

Levi’s Denim Slacks

10% OFF ON EVERY PIZZA

(in popular

colors)

$4.95
Matching Denim
Jackets

$4.95

SAN REMO’S

Willow off Almaden

Tuesday through Thnisday
Friday and Saturday
Sundays

VP(

CY 4-4001

5 P.M. to 12:00 A.M.
5 P.M. to 1:30 A.M.
4 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

Special Rates
to College Groups

Levi’s Pegs

$4.50

Closed Mondays

1066 THE ALAMEDA

10% Clise000t to
oil Stoto Students

A Complotely New Staff To Sow Yoe

Engineering Bldg.
Is One Year Old

By VINCE CHAN
When Dr. John T. Wahlguist, president of San Jose State Coliege,dedicated the Engineering building ne year ago today, it marked
an important milestone in the history of engineering at SJS.
It also culminated the efforts of’ Dr. Thomas W. MacQuarrie,
former president of the college, and Dr. Ralph J. Smith, division
*chairman of engineering and mathernatics, to improve and expand
the engineering program to meet
community needs.
A proposed bill In the House
From a beginning of a one-man
of the Texas State Legislature
Isideli Would raise tuition at staff to its present 15 full-time
state-supported colleges and uni- instructor force, the department
versities in Texas from the pre- has developed. Staff equipment
sent 615 to $660 per semester was technicians and student assistants
sent to ii subcommittee with In- have put in more than 25.000 man
structions t lessen the fees a- hours in readying lab equipment.
Dr. Smith expects a 50 per cent
te: the measure met strong Protesty. In a house committee Feb. increase in the upper division next
year. All laboratory programs are
15.
continually being expanded as fast
as equipment are assembled.

Consider Tuition

4

Chico State Vote
011100 STATE COLLEGE
For the third time In five years
compulsory student body cards
at (Aim State College was defeated by a narrow margin.
In the. Feb. 16 election 358
students favored the measure
while 291 were opposed. A two’thirds m ajority was required
for passage. This was a "yes"
percentage of 55.2 of the total
votes cast,

Vandals Attack
Student Autos

A wave of vandalism in the University of North Dakota parking
lots during athletic contests has
broken out, reports the "Dakota
Student."
Vandalism is growing with each
contest, reports the paper, "Autos
are being stripped of windshield
wipers, mirrors and other articles
which are being broken and
’The million dollar L-shaped edi- strewn about the lot."
fice is in marked contrast to its
predecessor, a 40 by 90 foot quonset, with laboratories scattered
across the campus in varied locaSYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Drinking of alcoholic beverages at tions.
Syracuse University was proposed
Now, it has 52,000 square feet of
Fel,. 16 at the Men’s Student
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORfloor space, divided into 13 labs,
Government assembly meeting and
NIA---A test designed to score
10 offices, 2 mainclassrooms,
3
was put into panel for considera.
one’s "Achievement Quotient- has
tenance and storage areas, and
tion this week.
been designed by a professor at
and
study, conference, audition
’George Heitman moved "that
the UniVersity of California.
locker rooms.
drinking of alcoholic beverages be
Dr. Harrison C. Gough, associpermitted on campus in men’s
Equipment and furnishings in ate professor of psychology, offers
university supervised housing in- the building are valued at $500,- the concept after a recent study
cluding
fraternities,
university 000. The building was designed to he made concerning the reasols
dormitories and private university simulate an industrial typeinstall- for the failure of many brilliant
approved housing, the latter cate- at ion .
and talented individuals and the
gory to be subject to the ,restlicsuccess of less-gifted persons.
National
Society
Joining
the
lion of the owners."
He contends that the failure
and
Engineers
Professional
of
William Murray, Epeaker promay be due to a key personaltem, riFked that the resolution be chapters coast -to-coast In honority dIfferetim in the individual’s
put into the Student Conduct and ing National Engineers’ Week
"psychological persistence," perFeb. 20-26, are the two student
Welfare panel until this week.
sistence grossing out of self-acOpinions differed among the organizations In the SJS Enginceptance, trust in others, and a
members on the effectiveness of eering Department, The Enginresulting conviction that work
the resolution. Some felt the move eering Society and the Institute
and effort are meaningful and
would provide bad public rela- of Radio Engineers.
worthwhile.
Proclaimed by President Eisentions with the university. Others
Gough’s findings were taken
pondered, "Is this the expressed hower, this week was chosen In
from the results of a large-scale
desire of most of the men in the deference to the birthdate of the
country’s first englneer-president, study of achievement and nonuniversity?"
achievement among intellectuallyJack Reilly and Polly Reed. George Washington.
gifted persons. lje has adopted a
series of psychological tests that
can predict scholastic performance,
occupational success and even creative scientific achievement.

Men Propose
Drinking Bill

Cal Professor
Designs Test

Story Opens on Skiers’
Life in SJS Outer Quad
By GLORIA ALEXANDER
Along about this time every
year, a visit to the Outer Quaid
Monday morning is a unique experience.
What could he a more realistic
observation lab for the pre-med
student’ Besides that, sorority
girls have a chance to see what
the Red Cross’ bandages they
wrap are used for. Student teachers can practice penmanship on
the hard surfaces of casts and
woodcraft students have a ball
carving their naines. on crutches.
Nope, It’s not the result of
Sunday afternoon on "bloody
Bayshore." Although we tried to
Interview some of the poor unfortimatew they refined to speak
nod .4 1004 (those who could
stead) facing the maentaina,
caressing little cards that said
"Ski at Soda" or the like.
Hysterical enthusiast for the
sport is Ski. W. ’imp, well known
on campus for his two-and -a -half
gainer off the intermediate jump.
Monday mornings find Ski with a
frozen smile on his painfully sunburned face, reading the latest
issue of "SNOW" as his faithful
dog "White Stag" scans the sky
for weather changes.
Things are pretty r outIn
around campu. until Thursday
when over-anxious studeats cam
be seen using the Student Union roof as a "bunny slope." The

If you have any literary talent,
or even think you have, you can
stop working your way through
college, or sponging off the folks.’
Parlay that latent ability with
words into a fast $3000 by entering (and, of course, winning) a
few literary contests, like the oriSs
advertised on the bulletin board
outside the English Office, H-26.
Best oppertasalty immediately
available and biggest loot to ha
had is in the New LippIntott Fiction Prize Contest "for young
novelists." The "young" means
not over 36 years of age. First
prize is the tidy sum of $34199
half of it In direct patinant,
and half In advance* against
PHOTOSTAT PRINTS
Plastic laminating, prompt
and economical service
THE AM19111CAN
PHOTO PRINT CO. Room 302, Commercial Bldg.
CY 2-4224
28 No. First St.

ROBERT LAWS

,royalties, ete., when the sioveJ
Is published.
Desired length of the fiction
works is 60.000-150.000 words, but
contrliCutions will be accepted in
unfinished form, provided they are
a minimum of 25,000 words long
and are accompanied by a full outline of the entire novel.
Entries should be postmarked
before midnight, Feb. 28, and sent
to Fiction Contest Editor, J. B.
Lippincott Co.. East Washington
Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa. More
detailed information is on the bulletin board.
A plum for the women is Madassolseile’s 1966 College Fiction Contest. The best pair of
short stories written by flamed*
undergraduate* under 15 Yews
old each will be awarded the
double jackpot of $509 and publication in the magazine. The
deadline Is March 1.
Actually the most practical bet
for the more, romantic, artistic,
and lazy writing buss is the poetry contest conducted by the Carmel Pine Cone. Maximum length
of the poems is 20 lines. Both
sexes are eligible to cop the first
prize of $25, second award of $15.
or the $10 third-place money. Mail
’em to Poetry Contest, Carmel
Pine Cone, Box G-1, Cannel, Calif.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL

Lesciseees
mid op
Breakfast 40c
Complete Diallers $1.35

75c

COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Open 7 e.m.. 9 p.m.
30 SOUTH FIRST STREET

34354
to parties. Mimes. sad.. leek
cater
We

CYpress.

sHow sui
STUDIO

CY 74770

ROBERT TAYLOR - ,__
ELEANOR PARKER=
VICTOR McLAGLEN
RUSS TAMBLYN

"Many Rivers
To Cross"
CinmaScop

Plus

"Jung). Momaters"

DIERKS
best coffee and donuts in town!
where Spartans meet for the
371 WEST SAN CARLOS

CON’f I NUO kJ
DAILY
NOW PLAYING

HER.IN
ALDO RAY
NANCY OLSON
VAN

Fine Food in a -Friendly Atmosphere

in

Breakfast
Lynch
Diannr
Homemade

"Baffle Cry I’
at Regular Prices

Pastries

Soda Fountain

T it occredited bilingual school
sponsored by HI* Universidrad Autonom. de -Gradaljaris and members
of Stanford Uni.ersity faculty will
offer in Guadalajara. Malice. July
3
Aug. 13, courses in rt, creative
writing, folklore, gogrephy, history,
languag and literature. 1224 coven
tuition, board and coon. Write Prof.
Juan S. Iasi, Boa K, Stanford Uniwrsity,

Open 7 a.m. to

8

p.m.

CALIFORNIA
NOW SLAVING

HOEFLER’S
25 N. 1st St.
Phone CY 4411110

KIRK DOUGLAS

"THE RACERS"
’THIS IS TOO ARMY’

THE BUNGALOW BAKERY
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

SHORT

ORDERS

MAYFAIR THEATER

’’’Ilreakfasts All Day Leon"

Cakes for All Occasions
Special pastry discounts
for group orders

STIMENT RATES Sfk
MONDAY AND TUESDAY 141TIS
NOW PLAYING

"VIOLENT MEN"

NINTH AND WILLIAM

"FAST AND FURIOUS"

54RATOGA

(AMON

NOW SLAVIN._

-

"GENEVIEVE"

Why sot dine in San Jose’s finest atmosphere?

TOWN HOUSE RESTAURANT

skiers devote an extra hour is
the Coop as a token offering
for good weather.
And then. 0 glorious day. Friday arrives The halls are b.l.reluad
With piles of ski equipment and
first aid kits as students attend
their last classes before zero hour.
-Operartion Snow" is completed
by mid -afternoon leasing bewildered non -skiers wondering what
all the excitement is about, and
where everyone went,
But, dear friends, things will be
better yet! Just wait ’til it’s Santa Cruz time and those year-round
sportsmen tie their skies together
to make surf -boards!

Technicolor

FREE COFFEE and DONUTS
FOR TWO
to WAYNE HALBERT
A mow wham’s. *ea day!

Student Literary Talents May Lead
To Expedient Way To Make Money
By PAT MURPHY
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EXCLUSIVE RUN

For WINTERMIST

Tciaehois

-rho"EGYPT BY 3"

with a corsage from the
TOWNE FLORAL SHOP
Rm. Carnation. and Gordonia Corsages
Orchid Comoro

tut MIMI alsiar
Cr &AIM

11 Renck* Driv-la:
$3.00

-VIOLENT MIN"
"FAST AND FURIOUS"

Theta Xi Selects Ten Finalists To Pie
Province 15 of Sigma Kappa
To Hold Reuional Confab Here For Cinderella ’Magic Slipper’ Contest-

4

a/PAKTAN DAILY

The eleventh Regional Conferchar of. Province 15 of Sigma Nappa aortarity will be held in SW1
Joie tjus weekend with the SJS
(-twister. hostess.
Purpose at the taatereace Is
te Ming Marten is Califorsia.
Vsessils- and Hawaii together and
admiliate sew Ideas and
issetbods Ishantiting various
ansishase fared by the eltapters.
Mrs Monroe Dreyfus, grand ’Iasi-amid president. will be honored
I,> the local chapter Friday evenape with a reception at the chapter
veuse Mrs Drelf us. whose home
a. in Hammond. Ind . is spending
meth of February with Calinia Sigma Kappa chapters.
The conference wilt open offit .itly Saturday with a egistration
aitargana. Mrs E. S. Douglas
prON Inc.. president, will pre-

-

side at the opening round table
discussion.
Following this will he a Pan
Iselirehr lanebtain with Me SAM
assaieliste dean and the Deans of
Wanes at Cal as omits of hasor. College and 111.01Mlie rousd
ensende tbe days
tables
disesteems.
A formal banquet is schedule*
for Saturday night with Dr. Alice
Demerit as toastmistress. Awauds
will be presented at this time.
Sunday will conclude a final
gonIerrnce and open house at the
WS Sigma Kappa hollfe
Fdiata Kappa members working
on the conference are Charlene
Betake general chairman for the
chapter: Diane Mitchell. reception; Jo Lehtirsen, decorations; Pat
Fox. discussion STOW MareelTh
Nelson. banquet speaker. -

The Romance Report

pienings

?

Friday, Feb. 23, MSS

JENPCINtisa-DITTON
A %%dentate poem and a box of
andy re%ealett the pinning of Ann
iAttrin Alpha Chi Omega. and
Ali Jennings, Phi Gamma Delta
at :Stanford. Ann i a sophomore
4.:1" major and Bill is a junior ci.il
iganiser major

Bat KIT-COVINGTON
A heart -shaped mirror announced the engagement of Sigma Kappa Rhoda Covington to Hank Bruett Monday night. Rhoda is a senior education major and Hank.
formerly from Germany. is employed by the PG&E. The couple
plan to be married on July 9 and
honeymoon in Europe.

Marriagits

’
"Jim /target, Delta Sigma Phi.
,4ylrist1y announced his pinning to ?oatu-szi.l.v
Nancy Kelly.. Sigma Kappa. and
limey Wallace. sophomore corn, ,rarreial ati-ariajor Jim is a senior Bill Porter were married recently
’ Irsernallsrn inajor. The fraternity In Carried. Both Nancy and Bill
are studying for their teaching
aerenaded Nancy.
credentials. The couple are residleograr-Li7CAM
ing in San Jose.
With the passing of the tradiCarol Lucas announ- KLEIZII-ISALLARD
tiiiial
In a double ring ceremony at
; red her pinning to Carl Roepke
Bakersfield. Barbara Ballard beMonday night to her Kappa Alpha
Lawrence lacier,
, %het* sorority sisters. Carol is a came the bride of
Santa Clara graduate now with the
tailor English major and Carl. a
e.iiea Theta 11 from the University Army. The couple are now living
..t ’fah. la a junior business major. in tip Jose.

-ktItCRISOLD-Pit’llNirretr.m

AOPi’s To Honor
Quarter Pledges

Kay Schnitker. Sigma Kappa.
aniaminerd her pinning to Muck
Morkiwald
Sigma Chi. Monday
%%Inter pledges of Alpha Ominight at the chapter house. Kay
sophomore English major and cron Pt sorPrity wil he honored at
7(*Mirk is II junior engineering ma- a semi -formal dance Saturday at
the St. Frances Yacht Club in San
-r no. temple Was serenaded
Francisco.
WA Ur-LAN/IPA
- r.....,,t% %tete passed at t h e
Pledges to he presented are Bet,isusaA Piu Lleta house to reveal ty Bennett, Sheila Emerson, Joan
rne pinning of Mitium Lasher to Ferrari. Pat Gould, Diane Hillis,
M.A.,- a Kappa Sigma at Dorothy Huggins.
Kendra Hutchens, Myrna James.
..-stify State Marion is a sophoar. EP major a ii Phil is a Isis - Carolyn Kirby. Barbara Mellor,
Virgins Morgan. Lena Musetti.
administration major.
Janet Fteinmuth, Ellie Shepherd.
Konolynci.t ND
lisa baa a Limit, president of At..f Shelmardine Stuart. Mary %VII- wait Chi
wororits. recentl:s I hams and Judy Woods.
Dancing will be to the music of
Aoaionsinall her pinning to Jack
r,.00serts Sigma Pi Barbara is a Johnny Vaughn and his seven:aisaar eafairAt 1141 major. anti Jack piece orchestra. Chaperones will
tem.ising his master’s degree at ! he Mrs. Bert Sating, Mrs. Jean
4.110n1igi
pertionnel manage. Lees. Mrs. Eleanor Mann. Mr. and
10e01
Mrs. Muller Ward and Mr. and
Mrs louts Cima.
PiNI-1111AINKs
The pitirtmg of Delta Gamma
ALidrey Baines and Roger Poe.
Theta (la. w.os RS nouncrlt at their
twines recently. Audrey is a soph.
%1-40N. from San Carlos. and RogA lambda Chi Alpha Alumni
is a senior business administraAsa’n was formed at the chapter
i ton major house recently A constitution and
by-laws were approved and elec.
WIKIJDOPI-MVISIMS
tioo of officers was held.
The engagement of Marilynne
Officem elected were Don Let ATicrir. Alpha Phi. to Richard %VII- top, SJS graduate of 1949. pried- akin. Stanford alumni and Kappa dent; Stephan Dudley Jr.. Univervais announced recently at sity of Washington graduate. viceher home The couple ’hae no president; Jack Foster. SJS gradsta.finite weakling plans
tate of 1949, secretary-treasurer.
IVIIII-LIPts-ROBERTSON
The engagrnient of Jacqueline
.11.1#1,118011, freshman art and demo
laa)111 , and Rogir Phillips. junior
Architecture major at Cal, was announced recently by her parents.
Tbe eouple plan
late fall weddrag.
r

Lambda Chi Alpha
Forms Grad Club

loilageamonts

f"S.." with IASI
sad COMFORT . . .

OPTOMETRIST
DC CHENNELL
Erse Retreated
IMassas Us& & Serviced
OPTOMETRIST

254 S. Second

OPTICIAN

CY 5-2747

Mamba, ef SPAR -TEN

Ten girls have been chosen by
Theta xi fraternity to vie for Candeseila Girl. Candidates were selected by fitting into the -Magic
Sher’. Size of the shoe was 7A.
which is. according to John How-

aid’ fraternity social chairmanthe average size for girls on the
SJS campus.
Candidates for Cinderella are
Pat Cave. Delta Gamma: Anne
Marie Travisano. Sigma Kappa:
Betty Jan Pearson. Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Christie Sorensen. Alpha
Phi; Kay Rieder. Chi Omega.
Gail Wood. Alpha Chi Omega:
Mary Lou Olsen. Alpha Omicron
Pi; Ann Chambers, Kappa Alpha
Theta: Sandy Eldridge, Delta Zeta
and Louise Haycock. Gamma Phi
Beta.
The girls were feted at a dinner
held at the fraternity house Thursday night. Climaxing the contest
will be the Cinderella Ball to be
held Saturday night at Chateau
Boutny.
The queen will be chosen by
chance. Whatever girl happens to
choose a box containing the Magic
Slippers will automatically be
named Theta Xi Cinderella Girl
for the year.

irr ’its
El sen
here

to de
posve

Loi
TM ’lit
S y: ate

ch ef
Mi nit
ou tilt

ES’

SEIM PUTTING then best foot forward for Theta XI Cinderella
Girl are, left to right. Ann Chambers, Kappa Alpha Theta; Louise
Harlork, Gamma Phi Beta; Patsy Care, Delta Gamma; Kay Wider,
CM Omega: Christie !Sorenson, Alpha Phi; Sandra Eldridge, Delta
Zeta; Gall Wood, Alpha ifie Omega; Ann Travisano, Sigma Kappa;
Mary Lou Olsen, Alpha Omicron Pi; Betty Pearson, Kappa Kappa
photo by Downing
Gamma.

Phi Sigma Kappa Will Hold
Paula Shahinian Annual Moonlight Girl Dance
Is NewPresident
Of Delta Gamma

Delta Gamma sorority recently
elected new officers for the coming year, according to Gale Griffith, publicity chairman.
New officers are Paula Shahinian. president; Diane Gore. vicepresident; Betty ,Smith. pledge
trainer; Jo Ann Abercrombie. recording secretary; Charline Plant,
corresponding secretary; Marilyn
Qujrin. treasurer.
Audrey Baffle*, ritual chairman:
Rosemary trueblood. historian;
Barbara Fischer. rush chairman.
Sharon Wren, scholarship chairman; Marilyn Mattke, Panhellenic
representative; Cynthia Clark. social. chairman; Nada Stepovich.
activities chairman: Betty Ann
Arends, house president; Carol Van
Sant. publicity chairman.
Three new actives were initiated into the chapter recently. New
members are Maureen McKeegan.
Barbara Terry and Yvonne Tracy.
Pledges elected Sue Ann Creel,
president and Beverly Plant. secretary.

Latter Day Saints
Will Hold Dance
The Deseret Club will hold a
dance this Saturday at the Latter
Day Saints Chapel. 34 Cleaves St.
The dance is free and will start
at 8 o’clock. Refreshments will be
served. All students or the Latter
Day Saints faith and their friends
are invited to attend.
LeAnne Beer is chairman of
the dance.

Phi Sigma Kappa will hold its
annual Moonlight Girl dance Saturday night at the Peninsula Country Club in San Mateo. Dancing
from 9 to 1 will be to the rhythm
of Bob Russell’s orchestra. Al
Behr, social chairman for the
group. announced.
Highlight of the evening will be
the crowning of .the Moonlight
Girl of 1955. Candidates from ten

Ann Tibbetts
Is President
Of Delta Zeta
Delta Zeta sorority elected new
officers Monday night, according
to Pat Page, publicity chairman.
New officers are Ann labbetts,
president; Dorothy Whittier, first
vice-president:
Jacky
Mitchell,
second vice-president; Dolores
Koff. recording secretary; Shirley
Coate, corresponding secretary;
JoAnne Dorinahue. treasurer; Diane Furlong. historian; Barbara
Grasso and Sandra Hunter. guards.
Delta Zeta pledges captured seven actives and took them ea Ben
Lomond in a sneak recently. ’Actives taken were Nancy Kelley,
Lynn Best, Lee Bakenhus. Barbara
Steinbaugh. Ann Tibbetts, Carol
Luby and JoAnn Donnahue.
Two telegrams were sent by the
pledges warning of the sneak and
telling hashers not to serve dinner.

’ sororities and one independent area
vieing for the honor.
Contestants are Phylis Jay, Alpha Chi Omega; Gail Hennessy,
Alpha Omicron Pi; Arleen Carpenter, Alpha Phi; Sylvia Perry. Chi
Omega; Marilyn Van Dyke, Delta
Gamma; Barbara Hodge, Delta
Zeta; Pat Haley, Gamma Phi Beta;
Susanne Robinson. Kappa Alpha
Theta; Patty Smith, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Patti Cummins. ,Sigma Kappa; Pat Parish, independent.
Patrons and guests for the evening are Dr. and Mrs. ’Edward
Shaw. Mr. and Mrs. Forbes Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ecker, and Mr.
and Mrs. William Hart.

weeiNII/Swith
GRUMACHZI
WATER Colors!

It’s loghtweight! Sharp "low -sweep" styling straight frail
Europe’s "Playgrounds." All leather soles. Newest, smartest,
sharpest color selection: Charcoal Teakwood, Block Pow*,
Blue, Charcoal Brown, Palomino, Rust, Navy and Royal Skis-
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Alpha Chi Omega winter pledges
recently elected pledge officers.
Officers are Marsha Hodgson.
president: Judy Coen. vice-president; Sanine Watkins. scholarship
chairman;
Claude t te
McIlrat h.
activities chairman; Gayle La Babes-it. song chairman.
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LodgeAsks Soviet
For Atomic Pool

LONDON, Feb. 24U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabbot !Adze, Jr..
invited Russia today to contribute fissionable material to President
Eisenhower’s "atoms for peace" pool.
Lodge spoke on the eve of a five -nation disarmament conference
here at which he is the chief U.S. representative.
He promised that the United States Will "ieme no stone unturned
to develop an honest disarmament scheme" at the forthcoming fiveyok er meeting.
Lodge told a press conference he had noted Russia’s Feb. 18 staternent that the people of the world demand establishment now of a
system of world-wide cooperation and peaceful use of atomic energy.
As he spoke, Andrei Gromyko, deputy Soviet foreign minister and
chief delegate to the disarmament conference, conferred with British
Minister of State Anthony Nutting. Informed sources said Groznyko
outlined Russia’s latest disarmament Policy.

WEST GERMAN REDS RIOT
BONN, GERMANY, Feb. 24Conossurnist rioters. opposing West
German rearmament, battled club-swinging police in the centre of
this capital city of the German Federal Republic today.
The riots exploded while the West German Parliament was
debating ratification of the Paris arms treai and the ’tercel) eonroN ersial Franco-German SAAR agreement.
Police said six persons were arrested before the riot was quelled, largely through use of powerful "water cannon" which drenched
and chilled the demonstrators.
The modernistic white Parliament building on the hanks of the
Rhine River was cordoned off by more than 500 pollee reinforceMPlItS armed with clubs and the powerful "water cannon" to guard
against attempts to push into the legislative halls themselves.
Communist demonstrators from the surrounding Ruhr Industrial
area sought to march into the center of the city to demonstrate
against the rearmament plan.
Several hundred of themmany of them womenpushed toward
the city’s historic market square through heavily falling snow, chanting anti-rearmament slogans.

Senator Talks

SPARTAN DAILY

Solon Pay Raise

SAN FRANCISUO, Feb. 24 .
(TTP)Sen... Hubert IL MasmpliWASHINGTON, Feb. 24 (UP)
ey (D.- Minn.) today proposed
House-Senate conferees agreed toIndia become a penowsent
bet of the United Nations Se- day on a $7500-a-year Congrescurity Council replacing Nation- sional pay raise.
alist Clam.
The conferees, working out a
in
"It
uutliblit but all Uhilialla compromise pay raise bill, also
to think NationaMst China
will agreed on a $1250 tax-free office
ever retake the maintain It in expense allowance for each memthus to face reality,"
said in ber of Congress.
speech before the O-Congressional pay is now $15,090
wealth Club of uallferuia.
a year-312,500 in salary and
"Pm tired et rending Mead$2500 in taxable expense account.
Uses that the soviet
The conference agreement comIns Red tides ter permarat
promised the $10,000 pay raise
membership. Let’s propose India voted
by the House and the 87500
and Urea Use Soviet cue tare
raise voted by the Senate.
these dews and Iseult the.., and
The compromise legislation now
growing
We’ll
India
ofled
tm
e
ed
to the Free World rather than goes to the House for approval. If
flirting with Communism" be approved there, it will go to the
Senate for final congressional acsaid.
tion.
S.
The measure also would provide
pay raises for the vice pees/deal
speaker,
chief justice, emaciate
Supreme Court justices, and fed-

Senator Blasts
IDefense Polley

eral judges of both higher and
lower courts.
The new $1230 expense allowance would be paid only on presentation of quarterly vouchers
showing that the money actually
had been spent on office expenses.
The Senate bill would be effective the first of the month after
it became law. The House version
would make the pay increases retroactive to Jan. 1.

’Editors Tour’
NEW YORK, Feb. 24 (UP) :Members of the fourth annual
"Editors’ Tour" left last night on
the first leg of a 32 -day international tour.
The group of 25 newspaper, radio and television editors will visit
Athens, ’Berlin, Belgrade. Bonn,
Cairo, Istanbul, Paris, Rome and
London. They also hope to visit
Moscow as did editors on two previous tours.
C

SACRAMENTO, Feb. 24 (UP) --e
National Civil Defense policies of
evacuating all of the people in
San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco and the East Bay in event
of an atomic attack were branded
as "utterly unrealistic" today by
State Sen. George Miller, Jr. (D. Richmond).
Stanley Pierson. acting st ate
CD directot, conceded that With a
warning of no more than four
hours, it would be "difficult" to
evacuate all of the San Francisco
baj area.

A Pleasant Surprise!
BARBECUED BEEF SANDWICH

75c

With French Fries

Breakfast 40c and tap
Lvackeoas 75c
Complete Dinners $1.35

THE WESTERNER RESTAURANT
17 E. SANTA CLARA
1

TALK OVER FORMOSA PROBLEM
BANGKOK, THAILAND. Feb. 24- Foreign ministers of the United
States, Britain and Australia met privately here tonight in an effort
to patch up the widening rift between Washington and London over the
Formosa crisis.
The three got together after the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization had agreed to set up a permanent SEATO headquarters in
Bangkok and had created three subcommittees to deal with Communist subversion and military and economic problems.
Formosawhich is outside the defense area of SEATO but very
much in the thinking of the delegates - received a going over at a
dinner given by U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles. His guests,:
were Britain’s foreigil..Sgeretary Anthony Eden and Austrailia’s Minister Of ExternalAffairs-R. G. Casey.
Authoritative sources said Dulles made it clear that the United
States is determined to fight for Formosa and that Red China will
be in for a big surprise and a bloody nose, if it thinks otherwise.
Eden, these sources said, told Dulles the United States could count
on Britain’s help if war developed over Formosa. but that the Nationalist -held islands just off the mainland coast "are a different story.-

A Campus -to -Career Case History

FRANCE GETS NEW PREMIER
PARIS, Feb. 24Edgar Faure, a peppery politician who last
month challenged a newsman to a duel, took over today; as premier
of France’s list postwar government.
The 46-year-old RadicaisSocialist won the overwhelming approval of the National Assembly yesterday on a program that included
a pledge to complete ratification of German rearmiunent swiftly.
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He figures for the future

5

SAVE

ON
ALL GRADES OF

GASOLINE
First Guaranteed 95+ Octane
Ethyl on the Pacific Coast

WOLVERTON
Corner 2nd &

OIL
Sts.

It’s James Kirchhoff’s job to look
ahead. As a Plant Engineer with
Illinois, Bell Telephone Company, he
helps estimate telephone equipment
needs years in advance.

the equipment’s potentiat plus forecasts provided him of the area’s rate
of development. He then makes a
complete report that becomes the
basis of plans for the future.

For example ...when a new real
estate development is in the planning
stage. Jim figures how much telephone equipment it will need when
it reaches its full growth. His esti.
mate is based on his knowledge of

Jim can take a look at his own
future, too. In telephone engineering
he can see a great many opportunities
opening up in the next five years...
ten years. He can pick the one he
wants and start working toward it.

Jim graduated from Northwestern University
as an E.E.4 elms of 1052. Hlaprurrs. since
then is typical of calve mess who have &OWNS
telephone earaornili you’d be interested in a
similar appanamaity, me your Placement Officer for full detail.. Them are also openings
with other Bell telephene-rompaniss. with Bell
"Telephone Laboratories, or Wattera Eledric
and the Sundla Corparstiali
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Monthly, Tuesday

A Capella Choir.
To Give Concert

5.1S’ A Cappella Choir, under the direction of William J. Erfendson, acting bead of the Music Department, will present a concert of
voices at 8:15 o’clock Monday and Tuesday evenings. Admission is
free.
Opening the evening’s singing will be the two Grieg works:

WILLIAM ERLENDSON, left,
sifting head of the Musk. Department, Meech& the A Cappelli’
Choir through a rehearsal for
their concert Monday and Tuesday evenings in the Music Building Concert Hall. Singing the
solo parte in the concert will be
William Schneider, right.
photo by Downing

‘Hamlet’ Tryouts
Open March 7,8
Tryouts for Alarniet. "the most
arebititiii.: undertaking of the DraiTIA Isepartment in recent years,"
twat be held Monday and Tuesday
March 7 and 8, at 430 pm in
1 he main auditorium of the Speech
end Dramirbuilding
" ’Peer Gynt which the departin(1! produced for the diamond
of the college in 1932 was
The Only other undertaking of this
,/. te the department in its his- ire) " saulpr. Hugh W. Gillis.
_ Lead of the speech and drama drv....ins/nit and director of "Hamill "
Any
in oPhool is eligible to
Irhottt tor the 16 student speaking
la.iri% in addition to 10 non -speak.
Lr. chorus parts, five %semen and
ais.. r111.11:-- This Is not limited to
iv
.--itermber. of the speech and drama
ri-smrttrient." Gillis emphasized.
Names for call backs for parts
Wilt be plated March A and a sec’ oral set of try
will be held
will be PestT.lerehB. Firml
s Thursday. March 10.
copies of the play are on rei. in
the library and moonsiutisi readings for the tryouts
s.. ;ousted on the bulletin boards
Warne building
":.tattrtits do not have to use
.. particular party ’of the play.
IheN do vele-e’en* the main

etng

tease To Present
Duet, Pops Sunday
so’

romantic duet and the
tun hit tune will highlight
v
"tilos 1..t.ase Sines" show.
I !I pm. m et radio station

I ANIAI’ team s up with Pat Chris1,..lisen of campbell iligh School
Jar a whimsical treatment of
make
Yourself
Comforteble.
’ The most popular song of
the day, -Melody of Lostr will be
s...mg by Lease alone
Variety will he furnished by the
.einging lingers & Hart standard.
I at .r." and it song from "Snow
1Viete and the San inDwarfs."
..,a,u
also AV ill appear In Pass(
Collies tonight and Salinas tensorsee night- fitt the Scottish Rites.
Ile plaits to slog three selections
sal each prosrant

scenes of the different characters." said Gillis.
Nine performances will be given.
starting June 2 through 11 at 8:15
pm. In the Main ’Theater. Tickets
will be available May 23.

Good Play Seats
Choirł seats are still available for "lie Who Gets Slapped."
the nest drams production of
the quarter. In liD-100 front 1
to 3 p.m. The play will be given
March 1, ft, 10. 11 and 12 at 8:15
p.m. In the old Little Theater.
Admission Is 80 cents for students and 75 cents, general.
Allushers for the play are
asked to meet with head usher
Jacqueline Wood Tuesday at
It:30 p.m. In 5D400.

Serial Scripts
Available Now
Scripts for "Destroyer Escort
1016." a radio oriel to be produc:i
ed spring quart4r, are available in
the Speech and 7 Drama library,
SD-113.
Anyone in the student body, not
just speech -anti drama majors, is
eligible to try, out for the 23 positions in the serial. Tryolde will
he held March 1 and 2 In SD-121
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Final cast will
be posted March 3.
"This is the poor man’s "Caine
Mutiny." said producer Robert I.
Guy. associate proles/or of speech.
"We urge any student who is Interested to try out. Il definitely is
not limited to speech and drama
majors."
The . serial, an activity project
in Radio-TV. will be brosdeast for
cons-vutive weeks at 6 p.m. on
Sunday’s, starting April 10. Units
will be given to the cast for Drama 92 and 192.

Radio-TV Guild
To Give Program
A ’.’,intet Workshop, five facets
of the week" will be presented
Sunday at 6 p.m. on KISER sponsored by the Radio-TV Guild, according to Jim Huston. guild pubs
licity chairman.
The show, produced by Jim
Ahern, will be highlighted by the
playing of the first record that
Bing Crosby ever recorded.
"There are only five of these
in existence now." said Huston.
"It will be compared with one of
Crosby’s latest recording hits by
Jerry Conklin, owner of the rare
record."
The show will begin with an
editorial by Tom BorMettr,and
Carol Card On hew Students spend
their money, which will be followed by the civic interest of the
show, a short history of San Jose
by Eldridge Jordan and Ron MoosIt’.
The campus feature will be an
interview by Kent Kennedy of Dr.
Gertrudb Cavins on the Death
Valley field trip. The sports highlight will be a review by Bob Weiss
of the history at baiiketball at
SJSt

Nr tie. Ciic Anal.
i2 Wotclay*: WI 2 WitInst
295 ALMADEN AVE.
CV 7-91011
Pin To TA* Or,

Lee Daum of the Flying 20 travelled to Mount San Antonio College last weekend as chairman ’of
the Pacific Coast Inter-Collegiate
Air Meet for a conference on this
year’s meet with the flying Club’s
adviser there.
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William C. Randal, Instructe,
in art has had his metal intarsle cuff links accepted In the
National Jewelry Show at Hunabsgton Gellert’’, West Virginia,
according to an announcement
made by the Art Department.
The show will be circulated
for several years by the Smithsonian Institution,

A sketch trip sponsored by Alpha Gamma, organization for art
majors and minors, will be held
this Saturday at the area around
La Hondo. according to John De
Vincenzi. instructor in art.
Students attending are asked to
meet in the art patio at 10:30 o’clock Saturday morning and bring
their lunch. A sign-up sheet has
been posted on the art bulletin
board for all students wishing to
attend.
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double $4149 a day.
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
* SOUTH FIFTH STREET
-year Cohogo dwelt"
Catnetmoll Pub, Stiodann
97411 in. and CIE p ns.

CHURCH
SLATE

Sunday Worship LI o’clock
&mold hi. Ford, Miaistio

Seim* of Mind Foliowship

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
’CHURCH
%%1111140h Third Street

FORGIVE TO FORGET

hell W. garret.. Pastor
College Clons at 1:30
Worship Sonic’ rot 11:00
Calvin Club at 4010
You aro coeflially

Dr Worse Kin’’,
thi otoosocay can teach you to diroct
your own If. hoe noccosati !Moto
II A.M.
SUNDAY
STUDIO THEATRE, PPP S. FIRST ST.

Trinity Episcopal Church

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
2nd Church of Christ, Scientist

111 NORTH SECOND STREIT
_
Sands. Sarelcot:
YR/ arm It an.
Carstorbisry3Collogo Group)
1,00 is. Wodnuoloy
110 p.m.Thursday
Dr. Mork Ritonbark. Rector
Roy C W. Euorton. Chaplain to Studients

THIRD AND SAN ANTONIO STREETS
Sunday School and Church I I rn.

Linton "Mind’’
Testimonial Mooting. Wod..111 p m
Rding ROOT, 1043 Lincoln A

WELCOME
STUDENTS
To The Downtown

FACULTY

PERSONNEL

Church

Where You’ll
Genuinely Helpful

Get Something

You’ll Find A Live College Group That You’ll

Really

Enjoy

Join Us EVERY SUNDAY

LOW PRICES reivrav

9:30COLLEGIATE SIDLE CLASS
Ii Me-MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
146COLLEGE TRI C CLUB
,
7:00SNAC.K TIME
7:10EVENING SERVICE
Two Yoe% Pesters To Servs Yee
DR. CLARENCE SANDS REV. MERLE ROARK
REV. DAVID NELLIS YOUTH
DIRECTOR

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two blocks from campus

lad mid San Antonio

Personal counseling by appointment CT

SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE
A

Prof Enters Work

Auditions
Plan Sketch Trip

may
r

Flying Conference

What Combination!
CANDLELIGHT anal PIZZA

HOUSE OF PIZZA

"God’s Son Hath Set Me Free"
and "How Fair is Thy Face." Next
will be Wilan’s "A Clear Midnight," followed by the Byrd selection. "Haec Dies." Soloist will
be William Schneider.
The four Brahms pieces which
will be featured are’ "Was Once
A Pretty. Tiny Birdie." "In Wood
Embowered ’Neath Azure Skies,"
"No. There Is No Bearing With
These Spiteful Neighbors" aryl
"Secret Nook In Shady Spot."
Accompanying pianists will be
Eva Cazzaniga and Barbara Norton.
Poulenc will be presented by
four works: "0 Magnum Mysterium." "Quern Vidistls Pastores Di cite," "Videntes Stellam" and
"Hodie Christus Natus Est."
Concluding the program will be
Ginastera’s "The Lamentations of
Jeremiah."

A
V

I-111111

Fellowship
Inspiration
Bible Instruction
"THE COLLEGE CLASS"
of
BETHEL CHURCH SUNDAY SCHOOL
224 Moridian Road

44 ,

Closnd
Sundays

FAS P.M. EVERY SUNDAY
Tan* by the Pastor

THOMAS G. SUTTON
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Freshmen
Boxers
,
Battle in Tourney
By JERRY GANDY
Nine colleges will be represented tonight and tomorrow in the
Far Western Invitational Boxing Tournament in Spartan Gym. Freshmen boxers from San Jose State, Idaho State, Cal Poly, c0ii.9. of
Sequoias, Cal Aggies, City College of San Francisco, University of
San Francisco, Stanford, and Grant Tech of North Sacramento. Both

programs will get under way at*
8 p.m.
Thirty-six freshmen will see
action in the tournament which
promises to feature many of the
ring men Who will be the leading
collegiate boxers in this region
during the next few years.
Wednesday afternoon the San
Admission prices will be ASB
card holders, 23 cents; general Jose Fresh came within an event
admission, 61; and reserved of whipping the highly touted
Stanford Yearlings. This afternoon
seats, $1.50.
Someboxers will have to com- at 4 o’clock Coach Charlie Walpete twice tonight to cut the more ker’s vartity mermen host t h e
contested weight divisions for the Stanford varsity to see if they can
do better than the fresh.
finals tomorrow.
It took a narrow victory in the
The boxing card:
119 pounds: Carl Arevalo, SJS, 400-yard relay for the Stanford
Fresh
to down the Spartababes,
vs. Rodoifo ft.alda, Cal Aggies. 125:
Bill Fortye, Cal Poly vs. Dave Abe- 48-34. Larry Wood was the Sparyta, Idaho State; Eugene Martin, tan star with victories in the 150SJS, vs. Rosenda Medina, Sequo- yard individual medley and 200yard backstroke. Robin Moore of
ias.
132: Art Sakes, Sequoias, vs. Stanford, who has swam the 1008J8; Mike Huff- yard in 50.2, won the 100-yard
Vie
man.Rapaimbd,
caw vs. Dom
Shot., Se- and 220-yard freestyle events.
The Stanford swimming team is
quoias. LW: bye, Rea Halt, Idaho State; Willie Gonzales, Great always strong and their only posTech, VS, WelVth Stroud, 84,18; sible weakness, according to Walbye, Roscoe Jones, CCSF; bye, ker, might be in diving. However,
many of the Stanford stars may
Ernie Martinet, Cal Poly.
147 Roger Nunez, CCSF, vs. not see action this afternoon beBen Yates, SJS; Joe Bondanza.
TITLE GO AT KEZAR,
USF, vs. Ken Turner, CCSF.
156: Al Scialanca, CCSF, vs.
NEW YORK, (UP)Promoter
Norbert Sinus, SJS; Chan Gris- Jim Norris announced that its a
wald, Stanford, vs. Freddie Mar- "two or three to one shot" that
tin. Sequoias: Richard Hensen, the Rocky Marciano-Don Cocknell
Idaho State, vs. John Byrne. Cal heavyweight title fight will be
Poly: Gerald Ulrich, SJS, vs. Tony held at Kegar Stadium in San
McFadden, CCSF.
Francisco during the week of May
165: Fred Morrill, CCSF, vs. 16.
See Henry, 61.181. 178: Rea Colin, L’SF, vs. Dale Latham, Idaho State; Ronnie Plmentel, USF,
bye.
Heavyweight: Pete Davies, Cal
Poly, vs. Ted Floyd, CCSF; Bill
Lyon, Cal Poly, vs.Wesley Lowe,
Idaho State.
Jim Nutt and Pete Friuisieh
%%ill alternate as referee and
Judge, while Les Lantz and Bill
teens will be the other two
Judges. Coach Julie Menendez
announced.
San Jose State will meet USF
in three junior varsity matches
prior to tomorrow night’s finals.
SJS boxers and their opponents
will be Johnny Johnson, 139,
against Jack Roddy, Paul Morgan,
156. against Vince de Bettis, and
Gerald Dahl, 160: against Bill 0’11:len.

,
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Spartan Netters
Meet San Mateo
Tamale Coach Iliserk Maar
will get a preview of this seasem’s Spartan met squad at
p.a4. today as the Newham meet
College of San Mateo ki a praetine meet ea the Dectiesto Park
onsets. Five elegies matches and
a pair of dailies are ea the
schedule.

SJS Mermen Challenge
Stanford Tankers Today
cause of the Pan-American team
try-outs at
Island.
Spartan star Carl Yates may
not swim this afternoon. -Carl,
holder of the college and pool
1500 meter records, has been invited to the PA try-outs and will
probably accept, said Walker.
The Spartans will also be without several of their key men. Both
Ron Smalley and Phil Ferguson
are sick, while Tom Nilsson has
not yet recovered from a broken
nose sustained in the initial meet
of the season.

San Jose Matmen
Meet Ducks, OSC
Coach Hugh MIlmby’s varsity
wrestlers will meet a "northern invasion" this weekend as they play
host to University of Oregon at
11 a.m. today and entertain Oregon State tomorrow at 2 p.m. in
Spartan Gym.
Probable starters for both matches are Joe laud, 123 pounds;
George Lao, 130; Ben Fernandez,
137;
Ken Simpkins or Lynn
Brooks, 147; Dick Weger, 157; Gus
Talbot, 167; Dick Francis, 177; and
Jerry Ruse. heavyweight.

SPARTAN DAILY

SJS Cagers Face
Gael Five Tonight
Hoping to snap a two game losing streak which has jeopardized
their second place standing in the
California Basketball Association,
the San Jose State Spartans meet
the St. Mary’s Gaels in Moraga
tonight. 11p-off time is 8 p.m.
With oaly two games remaining on their schedule, the Spartans seed at least one win to
assure a tie for the runner-up
spot and two wins to assure
themselves sole possession.
Santa Clara and College of the
Pacific are both breathing down
the Spartans’ neck with records
of four wins and five losses. San
Jose has a 5-5 CBA mark.
St. Mary’s which is IA place
team in the CBA with a 9-1 record.. will be out to avenge two
earlier defeat) at the hands of the
Spartans. In each of the tilts, the
Gaels have outscored the Spartans
from the floor but lost the games
at the free throw line.
Although the Gaels lost their
three tallest players recently for
scholastic reasons, they are still
a sdangerous crew and Wednesday
night extended COP before bowing, 63-62.
Rill Sanchez and Mike Wadsworth pace the Gaels attach
from their forward posts. Sanchez is fourth in CEA scoring
with 118 point* while Wadsworth is sixth with lit
Bill Get ris will start at center
for Tom Foley’s five while Frank
La Porte and Jerry Phillips get
the guard assignments.
In announcing his starting lineup. Coach Walt McPherson prais-

ed ’Rim Crane for his play In the
13ST game and nominated him to
start at guard with Carol Willlama.
The starting line-ups:
Spartans
Pea.
Gael*
Hansen (4’4) F
Saacelia (CI)
Ereeg (fre)
F Wadsworth We)
Warn (1111)
C
Getris (r4)
WIllhuns (3’10) G LaPorte (iPle)
G Phillips (6’0)
Crime (Ir )
USED INELLIGIBLE MAN
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 24 (UP).
California Collegiate Athletic Association standings were juggled
thoroughly today after League
President Larry Pape ruled Santa Barbara College must forfeit
all its games
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It’s highway robOry!
For sheer fun out on the road,
Chevrolet’s stealing the thunder
from the high-priced cars!
Up to this year, maybe there were reasons for wanting
one of the higher-priced cars. If you demanded something really special in the way of driving fun, you
simply had to pay a premium to get it.
Not any more! The Motorasnic Chevrolet has changed
all that. Who could with for more excel:meet thaa the

NV.

new 162-h.p. ’’Turbo-Flre V8" delivers? (For those
who do, 180-h.p. is optional at extra cost in all V8
models.) Chevrolet also offers the two highest powered
sixes in its field.
Come in and see how the Motoraunic Chevrolet is
stealing the thunder from the high-priced can!

motoramic
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Sbee111111
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Edwards Speaks Banquet Honors 32 Spairtans
Committee Votes To ive Fund To Kappa Delta Pi Chosen for College Who’s Who
From Contest to Student Loan On Man, Insects
3. ’SPARTAN DAILY

Ihklac, Feb, 23, 1966

Members of the council felt that
since the Building Fund is a longrange project it would not stimulate student participation in the
contest.
The building fund probably will
not be able to utilize the money
for at least three years, according to James M. Craig, committee
adviser.
The state Legislature has set up
a five-year proposed building plan
for SJS and has placed the Student Union building on the priority Hat behind additions to the
Men’s gym, library and science
and class-morn buildings, he said.
Joe West, dean of students and
chairman of the Student Union
Building Fund Conunittee,secently told the Spartan Daily Tie estimated a new union building would
Forty-five SJS AFROTC stu- cost about 000,000.
dent* toured the Alameda Naval
Air Station recently In order to
Naval aviavain appreciation
tion* part in the U.S. defenae
"Can yes enjoy classiest muteitm, anording to Col. R. M. Brissk?" will be the subject of a
tol. professor of air science and
lecture by bibs Prances Robint,set
son, assistant professor of muThe cadets were taken aboard
sk, Saturday night at $ o’clock
/to aircraft carrier, given a demin Nessimus Hall. The lecture is
tmstration in air-sea rescue opersponsored by the Newman Club.
ations. shown the maintenance
Miss Robinson will Illustrate
/I lid
repair facilities. shown the
her subject from the opera
training facilities, and given an
"Carmen."
opportunity to operate a LINK
flamer, which simulates actual
flying conditions.
At noon the cadets were served
ham dinner in the WAVE mess
the’y were accompanied on
the trip by Maj. S. W. Martin, air
science Instructor at SJS, and
T Sgt. Thomas Filler, also attachC41 tO the SJS unit.
By CLAYTON PETERAON
Rally executive committee members deliberated less than 10 minutes Wednesday, then voted unanimously to place the proceeds from
their spring quarter Ugy Man contest In the Student Loan Fund,
there to be used until such time
as the Student Union Building
Fund has use for the money.
Two weeks ago the committee
agreed to place the proceeds in
the Student Union Building Fund,
but reconsidered their decision on
the suggestion of the Student
Council.

AFROTC Cadets
Tour Alameda Air

Gives Music Talk

It

Fifty per cent of the world’s
population still consider insects
a food -delicacy, Dr. Gordon Edwards, instructor in entomology,
told members of Kappa Delta Pi,
national education honor society,
at a supper meeting Tu e ad a y
night.
Dr. Edwards speaking on the
topic "Man and Insects," informed
the group that 5/6 of the workrs
animals are insects and that 3/5
are beetles alone. He explained
that many of the world’s peoples
eat insects, citing as an eitample
the.graashopper, which is considered by some to be similar to a
nut in taste.
_ Dr. Edwards concluded his talk
with slides of his beetle collection.
Betty Pearson, Kappa Delta Pi
publicity chairrnhn, announces that
all members should sign up soon
to attend the convention in Fres"
no April 16.

Red Cross Show

SJS Students are cordially invited to attend a Red Cross Fund
Drive rally and show Saturday at
8 p.m. in Civic auditorium, according to a local Red Cross representative.
Appearing in person at the show
will be Glen Ford, MGM motion
picture actor.

Thirty-two SJS students were
honored at the first annual Who’s
Who Banquet Wednesday evening
at Red Barn. Presentations were
made to those studen t s whose
names were selected to appear in
the 1955 issue of Who’s Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
Those who received certificates,
presented by Dr. Edward Clements, chairman of the selection
committee, were: Betty Jean Bailey. Charles S. Bailey, Mary Ellen
Bailey, Richard Bender, Colleen
Collins, Jim Cottrell, Sara Cozad,
Stan Croonquist.
Betty Dwyer, Don Fletcher,
John Furey, Bob Goforth, Juanie
Green, Barbara Hoepner. Carol
Hotchkiss, Don Hubbard, Shunji
Ito, Karin Johnson, Richard Kis-

sick, Robert Lindsey, Art Lund,
Sherry Nuernberg Ruth (Nikki:.
Missy O’Neill, Vern Perry, Hank
Ramp, Marilyn Reinstedt, Paul
Pat Spooner, Nina
Sakamoto,
Teeslink, Betty Wiser and Sam
Yatts.
Members of the selection committee present were Miss Helen
Dinuniek and Robert Martin, associate deans of students; Dr. Edward P. Shaw of the Social Science Deparetnent, was guest speaker and addressed the group on the
subject of "Leadership." Carol Litcas was chairman in charge of the
banquet.
Gifts :or titanfterd
(UP)
STANFORD
Stanford received nearly $5,500,000 in
gifts during fiscal 1953-54, President SSerling announced recently.

PARKER HOUSE
Hoodqoarfors for

Fresh Ranch EggsCuf Rate Tobaccos
Fresh MilkComplete Line of Candies
All Kinds of Refreshments98 SOUTH THIRD STREET

CALL CY 2-0191

FREE DELIVERY

eettno
Calvin Clubt Dinner at 6 p.m.
meeting * 6:45 p.m. Sunday
in First Presbyterian Church, 48
N 3rd St.
’
criTA: San Francisco regional
cni.ference will be discussed this
_ at tic-noon at 3-20 o’clock in Room
I7

- Put a SMILE in your

SMOKING!

canterbury Club: Informal
tun.ting Sunday at 7 p.m. In TrrniiN Parish House.
Deseret Club: Dunce at YMCA
i.,morrow night starting at 830
eTock. Refreshments.
F:oddreneerhog Society: Electrical
engineer for Underwriters Lahore iota.% Inc will show -film, "Appioved by the Underwriters," and
/1N’er
questions.. tonight at 8.
E-118.
Flying 20: Intro -club airmeet
tomorrow at Reidjj Hillview Airwit from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Freshman Claes: Morris Dailey
auditorium is new meeting place
Monday at 3:30 p.m.
Junior Clain: Executive commit meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in
Sludent Union.
orifice. Club: Fourth annual se nn -formal dance, "Black (7harni.,igne." Saturday, March 5 in American Legion Hall. Music by -The
Ntodernm" Time, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
VAA Badminton: Women’s gym
?il.ntiay at 33) p.m.
Wesley Foundation: Snack sup.
Is"r at 6 p.m. Sunday in First Methodist ChlirCh. Worsbip and recill-petion at 7 p.m. Activities this
coning at 7 o’clock.
die
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11-r CHESTERFIELD76day
You’ll smile your approval of Chesterfield’s
smoothnessmildnessrefreshing taste.
You’ll sntile your approval of Chesterfield’s
qualityhighest, qualitylow nicotine.
IN1 TmE V,1140;

RBSTALIRANT
221 EAST JACKSON ST.
.e..enteemleydp
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